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Scented Embossing Perched in A Tree
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Stamp Sets
o Perched in a Tree Bundle (159799)
o Handmade Wishes Bundle (159691)
Ink, Markers, & Other Options
o Soft Suede Ink Pad (147115)
Cardstock, Designer Series Paper, etc.
o Very Vanilla Thick Cardstock (144237)
o Brushed Metallic 12” x 12” cardstock (153524)
o
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Measurements:
o Very Vanilla Thick Cardstock:
o Brushed Metallic Cardstock

o
o
o
o

Accessories
Stampin’ Seal (152813); Mini Glue Dots (103683);
Multipurpose Liquid Glue (110755); Stampin’ Dimensionals
(104430); Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals (144108)
Sponge Dauber (133773)
Leaf Label & Amber Gem Combo Pack (159969)
Baker’s Twine Essentials Pack (155475)
Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine (149653)

8-1/2” x 5-1/2”, scored at 4-1/4 along the long side, 4” x 5-1/4”
plus 3” square for greeting
Bronze & Gold scraps for Aspen leaf die-cuts

Instructions:
1. Position the oval tree die centered on the 4” x 5-1/4” piece of Thick Very Vanilla cardstock. Be
sure the tree trunks are as straight as possible and die cut through the Cut & Emboss machine.
2. Use a Sponge Dauber to lightly add Soft Suede ink to the tree trunks and oval edges.
3. Die cut a small leaf shape from the Gold foil sheet and a large leaf from the Copper foil sheet.
4. Stamp the line art label shape from the Handmade Wishes stamp set onto the 3” square of Thick
Very Vanilla cardstock. Punch out the shape with the coordinating punch.
5. Stamp the “your kindness …” greeting onto the center of the label shape.
6. In my FaceBook video, I covered the leaf label shape with Versamark clear ink and then heat
embossed it with clear embossing powder mixed with cinnamon and apple cider mix. This is
optional but a fun way to add a gritting, lovely smelling layer to the label shape (like a scratch and
sniff effect). See the video for details!
7. Add the Copper leaf behind the leaf label and add to left lower side of the oval.
8. Add the Gold foil leaf to the top layer of the leaves using a few mini Dimensionals.
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9. Tie a bow with 3 strands of Baker’s Twine Essentials Pack of the colour of your choice. Use Mini
Glue dots to add the bow to the bottom of the Gold foil leaf.
10. Add Stampin’ Dimensionals to the back of the greeting label and place to the right of the leaf
cluster.
11. Add Amber Gem(s) as desired.
12. Add full-size Stampin’ Dimensionals to the 4 corners on the back of the 4” x 5-1/4” piece. Add a
few additional f full-size Stampin’ Dimensionals behind the leaf cluster and a few mini Stampin’
Dimensionals to the back of the birch tree trunks. Glue to the card front.
13. Stamp the bird image on the inside of the card if desired and to the envelop.
14. Personalize your greeting to someone special and give your beautiful project away (you can
always make more!).
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